Extreme thermal anisotropy in high-aspect-ratio titanium nitride nanostructures for efficient photothermal heating

Abstract: High optical absorptivity or a large absorption cross-section is necessary to fully utilize the irradiation of light for photothermal heating. Recently, titanium nitride (TiN) nanostructures have been demonstrated to be robust optical absorbers in the optical range owing to their non-radiative decay processes enhanced by broad plasmon resonances. Because the photothermally generated heat dissipates to the surroundings, suppressing heat transfer from TiN nanostructures is crucial for maximizing the photothermal temperature increase. In the current work, compared to the planar TiN film, high-aspect-ratio TiN nanostructures with subwavelength periodicities have been demonstrated to enhance the photothermal temperature increase by a 100-fold using nanotube samples. The reason is attributed to the extremely anisotropic effective thermal conductivities. Our work has revealed that high-aspect-ratio TiN nanostructures are effective in improving photothermal heating, and they can be used in various applications, such as solar heating, chemical reactions, and microfluidics.
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1 Introduction

Photothermal heating occurs when an optically irradiated material absorbs incident light. Although metals are reflective in general, metallic nanostructures typically exhibit higher optical absorption compared to that of bulk form or thin films owing to reduced reflectivities or increased absorption cross sections, which results in local heating. When metallic nanostructures excite plasmon resonances, optical absorptions are further enhanced [1, 2]. In plasmonic photothermal heating, the heated region can be confined even to the subwavelength scale. This unique feature renders these nanostructures suitable for various applications such as photothermal imaging [3, 4], optical trapping [5, 6], optofluidics [7–9], material growth [10], and chemical reactions [11].

When we consider materials for plasmonic photothermal heating, gold has been exclusively used owing to its well-known plasmonic properties and chemical stability [12–14]. However, recent studies have shown that despite being a ceramic, titanium nitride, which is of transition metal nitrides, can be an alternative material for plasmonic photothermal heating. It should be noted that although the radiative plasmonic properties of TiN are inferior to those of gold, TiN is superior to gold in terms of photothermal heating. This is because the optical losses in TiN are moderately larger than those in gold so that the absorption...
is enhanced by plasmon resonances. Nevertheless, precautions are necessary as considerably large losses diminish plasmon resonances, leading to an insignificant enhancement [15]. Another advantage of TiN over metals is that since TiN exhibits characteristic Raman spectrum due to the defects [16, 17], its Raman spectrum can be used as a thermometer [18, 19], which enables us to monitor the temperature during photothermal heating. Active research on plasmonic photothermal heating with TiN has been carried out during the past decade, and it includes local heating by nanodisks [20], solar heating including solar distillation [21–23], cancer therapy [24], and chemical reactions [25].

Because an efficient photothermal heating process maximizes the temperature increase at a fixed optical power, increasing the optical absorptivity or absorption cross section is a prerequisite. An equally critical condition is to suppress heat dissipation from the optically irradiated area. In a situation where plasmonic nanostructures are fixed on a substrate, and the superstrate is air, the major source of heat dissipation is the heat conduction to the substrate. Therefore, a simple method to suppress heat conduction is to use a low thermal conductive substrate or a membrane [19]. However, the choice of substrate often has restrictions, and the membrane may not be suitable for applications in harsh conditions or large areas.

The substrate dependence can be eliminated if a plasmonic photothermal nanostructure with a high optical absorptivity and low thermal conductance is used. Fabricating high-aspect-ratio samples, which can be considered as a porous structure (or sparse structure), fits this requirement. The anisotropic nature of the effective thermal conductivities of these structures have been studied analytically [26], and experimental works have been performed on structures such as porous alumina [27, 28] and porous silicon [29]. Thus far, each component of an anisotropic thermal conductivity has been measured by component by component using various techniques [27–29]. However, the heat conduction from a point heat source, which is the case with heating by a focused laser beam, involves heat conduction along three dimensions such that all three components affect heat conduction inside the anisotropic medium. When engineering the effective thermal conductivity of nanostructures, the geometries play a major role in reducing the heat conduction. Most of the structures that have been studied so far were hole arrays which were connected in lateral directions. In contrast, trench and pillar (including tube) arrays are disconnected in lateral directions, which are considered to be effective in lowering the effective thermal conductivities.

In the current work, we fabricated high-aspect-ratio TiN tubes and TiN trench structures with subwavelength periodicities and investigated the photothermal heating properties by Raman spectroscopy. Compared to the planar TiN film, the photothermal surface temperature increased by more than 100-fold, where the tube showed the highest enhancement. According to the finite element heat transfer analyses, enhanced photothermal heating originated from the extremely anisotropic effective thermal conductivities. The high-aspect-ratio nanostructures caused increased optical absorptivities and a lowered thermal conductance, which can potentially improve photothermal heating applications drastically.

2 Results and discussion

For sample fabrication, we basically followed a procedure that was developed earlier [30–32]. Briefly, for the tube sample, a Si mold was fabricated by deep UV (DUV) lithography and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), where the BOSCH process was used in the DRIE to etch approximately 2.4 μm. Then, approximately 90-nm thick TiN layers were formed on the Si mold by the atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique. In the final step, excess TiN and Si were etched to obtain the desired structure. The fabrication procedure for the trench sample was similar. A 150-nm thick TiN film was fabricated on a Si wafer by the ALD technique under the similar conditions used to fabricate the tube. The details can be found in the Methods and Supporting Information Figure S1.

Figure 1(a) and (b) presents the schematic and tilted-view SEM images of the tube and trench samples on the Si wafers, respectively. The periods are 400 nm for both samples, and heights are 2.36 and 2.26 μm for the tube and trench, respectively. For the tube sample, the inner and outer diameters of the tube are 89 and 265 nm, respectively. For the trench sample, the trench width is 200 nm. Thus, the tube and trench samples have aspect ratios of approximately 8.9 and 11, respectively.

Figure 2(a) and (b), respectively, displays the measured and numerically calculated reflectance (R) of the samples upon illumination with linearly polarized light. Because the trench has polarization dependence, the reflectance of the trench sample was measured in perpendicular and parallel directions, where the polarizations were perpendicular and parallel to the trench, respectively. The numerical calculations were based on the finite element method, where the experimentally obtained complex permittivity of TiN [30] was used as the optical constant of TiN, and the geometrical parameters were
acquired from the SEM images. Evidently, the experimental and numerical results are in reasonable agreements. Possible reasons for the discrepancies between the experimental and numerical results are minor errors in obtaining the TiN permittivity from the spectroscopic measurements and imperfection in the sample geometries. Overall, the order of the reflectance in the visible region from the lowest to the highest is tube, trench (⊥), trench (∥), and film. As all four samples did not exhibit transmittance in the visible because of the Si substrates, the absorptance was calculated as (100% − R). The calculated absorptance of the tube, trench (⊥), trench (∥), and film are 91, 81, 47, and 35%, respectively, where the measured reflectance was used.

To understand the differences in the optical properties, the field map of each structure is analyzed as follows (Figure 2(c)). The relatively high reflectance of the film was due to the negative permittivity of TiN [30]. For the tube sample, the tube array, which had subwavelength periodicity and high aspect ratio, performed as an antireflection structure. For the trench sample, by considering the TiN and air as metal and insulator, respectively, the trench acted as a periodically ordered 1D metal–insulator–metal (MIM) waveguide. Further, perpendicularly polarized incident light to the trench can be regarded as TM-polarized wave propagations in MIM waveguides. Because a TM-polarized wave propagation in an MIM
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waveguide does not have a cutoff, incident light can propagate deep inside the trench to get absorbed even though free-space wavelengths are longer than the period. In contrast, parallel polarized incident light to the trench can be assumed similar to the TE-polarized wave propagations in MIM waveguides, and they have a cutoff. Thus, parallel polarized light is mainly reflected without propagating inside the trench.

To evaluate the effective thermal conductivity of the samples, the samples were photothermally heated by a CW laser with a wavelength of 785 nm. The sample surface temperatures at the laser irradiation were evaluated from the temperature-dependent Stokes peak shift at 785 nm excitation [19]. Basically, the 785-nm laser was used not only to heat the samples but also for Raman spectroscopy. Because the optical property of TiN largely depends on the fabrication conditions, the temperature-dependent Stokes peak at ~565 cm$^{-1}$ [18] was measured for the current film sample, and the relationship shown in Figure S2 was used to estimate the sample surface temperature. Except for the tube sample, the Stokes peak shifted to smaller wavenumbers with respect to the incident laser power, indicating an increase in temperature. The Stokes peak of the tube sample shifted to a larger wavenumber with respect to the incident laser power. This opposite trend was likely caused by the damage that was already visible at 2 mW. The origin of the damage was the oxidation of TiN, which typically occurs at approximately 800 K under ambient condition [33, 34]. The damage appeared at 7 and 10 mW for trench (⊥) and trench (||), respectively, whereas the film sample was not damaged even at 40 mW, which was the maximum laser power. Images of the damages are presented in Figure 3(a). From the damage threshold, the following order for the surface temperature increase is estimated: tube > trench (⊥) > trench (||) > film. Although the height of the tube and trench were only 2.26 and 2.36 μm, respectively, which were more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding substrate thicknesses, the nanostructures had significant effects on the temperature increase owing to photothermal heating.

The incident laser power dependences of the sample surface temperatures extracted from the Raman spectra are illustrated in Figure 3(b). As seen from Figure 3(b), while the laser power which created damage was expected to reach above ~800 K, the extracted temperature is far lower than ~800 K. This is due to the appearance of titanium oxide peak [35] and decrease of TiN phase reduced the ~565 cm$^{-1}$ peak which was used to extract temperature. Thus, the dashed lines were guide to the eye which follow the trend of the filled marks indicating no damage. The temperature increase was the highest for the tube sample and decreased in the following order: trench (⊥), trench (||), and film. Note that the differences in the temperature increase between the samples are larger than the differences in the absorptance, indicating the pivotal role of the nanostructured parts in modulating the effective thermal conductivities.

To evaluate the effective thermal conductivities of the nanostructured parts, the thermal conductance was modeled for each unit cell by applying temperature differences in the $x$, $y$, and $z$ directions, and solved using the finite element method [36]. Both tube and trench resulted in uniaxial thermal conductivities; [0.05, 0.05, 8.4] and [0.05, 15, 15] in W/m/K for the tube and trench, respectively. The differences in the ordinary and extraordinary components of the tube and trench are more than two
orders of magnitude. Such extreme uniaxial thermal conductivities stemmed from the significantly different thermal conductivity magnitudes of TiN (28.84 W/m/K) [37] and air (0.026 W/m/K). Using these effective thermal conductivities for the nanostructured parts, heat transfer analyses that modeled the experimental conditions were carried out using the finite element method. The simulated surface temperature against the incident laser power is shown in Figure 3(c). The simulations qualitatively agree with the experimental results, although the simulated temperature for trench (||) is overestimated compared with the corresponding experimental result. Overall, we conclude that the enhanced photothermal heating observed for the nanostructured samples originated from the extreme anisotropy of the thermal conductivities realized by the high-aspect-ratio nanostructures.

From the simulated values, compared with the film, the photothermal temperature increase was enhanced by approximately 10-fold even for the trench (||). For the trench (⊥) and tube, the corresponding enhancements were approximately 17-fold and 101-fold, respectively.

The anisotropic nature of the effective thermal conductivities can be verified through both experiments and simulations. In the experiments, laser damage was created on the trench at parallel and perpendicular polarizations by a 20x objective lens (NA0.25, SLMPlam N, Olympus) and was observed by a 50x objective lens (NA0.80, MPlan FLM, Olympus), which has a better resolution. The resultant damage is displayed in Figures 4(a) and S3. Regardless of the polarization, the damage shapes are elliptical with the long axes parallel to the trench. The simulated surface temperature profiles by irradiating a Gaussian beam also exhibit elliptical profiles along the trench direction. Because the effective thermal conductivity parallel to the trench is more than two orders of magnitude larger than that perpendicular to the trench, heat dissipation in the perpendicular direction was suppressed, resulting in the elliptical damage and elliptical temperature profiles. In contrast, for the tube sample, a circular damage spot and circular temperature profile can be seen in Figure S4. This is because the effective thermal conductivity components in the x and y directions are identical.

Our studies have demonstrated that high-aspect-ratio nanostructures with heights of only a few micrometers can significantly increase photothermal heating. To evaluate the impact of thickness on the surface temperature of the laser-irradiated area, numerical heat transfer simulations were performed for the tube structure, as shown in Figure S5. In the simulations, the effective thermal conductivity of the tube was used, which was similar to the above simulations. The results show a considerably higher photothermal heating with increasing tube height; however, the heating efficiency starts to saturate above a tube height of ~20 μm. This is because the majority of the heat dissipation takes place within ~20 μm from the surface. In reality, fabrication becomes significantly challenging if the aspect ratio exceeds 10.

During the past decade, different types of plasmonic nanostructures have been developed to enhance the optical absorption and generate heat at the nanoscale. However, because their heights are a few tens of nanometers, the heat generated at the nanostructures dissipates into the substrates before high temperatures are realized in the irradiated area. Our study has verified that a subwavelength high-aspect-ratio structure not only exhibits high optical absorptivity but also significantly reduces thermal conductivity, which, in turn, enhances photothermal heating. Although not all three anisotropic thermal conductivity components have low values, realization...
of at least one low-value component (e.g., extraordinary component of the trench) notably improved photothermal heating. Nevertheless, the tube sample has superior photothermal properties because two out of the three components of the anisotropic thermal conductivity are significantly low. Further, these unique properties of the high-aspect-ratio TiN nanostructures are expected to enable them to drastically improve existing applications such as solar water distillation [23] and chemical reactions [25]. Moreover, in high-temperature applications under ambient conditions, oxidation of TiN to titanium oxide is a problem because titanium oxide is not a metal and does not show plasmonic effect. This drawback of TiN can be overcome by overcoating TiN by silicon nitride [38] or alumina [34] that was found to be effective in increasing the threshold temperature of TiN oxidation [34].

Adopting a high-aspect-ratio nanostructure to realize low thermal conductivity is expected to work for other materials. Using low thermal conductivity materials such as silica or zirconia for nanostructures should result in even lower thermal conductivity than the current samples. However, certain precautions need to be exercised before using these materials for photothermal heating in the visible and near infrared range. As these materials are transparent, a coating of a thin absorbing layer is necessary for visible and near-infrared absorption.

3 Conclusion

To summarize, we have experimentally and numerically demonstrated that the high-aspect-ratio TiN tube and trench nanostructures exhibit significantly higher photothermal heating effects than the TiN film. This is attributed to their high optical absorptances owing to the plasmonic losses in TiN and, more importantly, to their significantly reduced anisotropic effective thermal conductivities. For the tube, the enhancement factor was as high as 101. Among the tubes and trenches, the tube had higher photothermal properties because two out of the three components of the anisotropic thermal conductivity have three orders of magnitude smaller than the bulk thermal conductivity of TiN. Even height of a few micrometers of those structures were sufficient to suppress the heat conduction to the substrates and subsequently enhance the photothermal heating by the incident laser. High-aspect-ratio nanostructures in the current work have potential applications in chemical reactions and liquid evaporation, including solar water desalination, where high temperatures are required.

4 Experimental section

4.1 Sample fabrication

TiN thin films were deposited by ALD technique in a commercial hot-wall reactor (R-200 Advanced Plasma ALD, Picosun) at 500 °C. The sequential introduction of TiCl4 and NH3 precursors ensured linear growth with a deposition rate of 0.027 nm/cycle. The films were deposited with 3300 and 5300 cycles, which correspond to thicknesses of approximately 90 and 150 nm, respectively. The prepared samples were annealed in a conventional annealing furnace (PEO-604, ATV technology) at 900 °C. The process was performed in a vacuum with 2 sccm flow of N2 for 1 h. Prior to processing, the chamber was flushed with nitrogen for 1 h to ensure the absence of environmental oxygen, which could cause undesirable oxidation during the annealing. The heating from room temperature to the desired process temperature was performed at a rate of 30 °C/min, and the final cooling took 2.5 h.

TiN tube with a height, pitch, and wall thickness of 2360, 400, 265, and 88 nm, respectively, was fabricated by the combination of DUV lithography, DRIE, and ALD techniques, as depicted in Figure S1. First, the photoresist template was prepared on a 600-nm thick Si wafer by spin-coating 65 nm BARC (DUV42S-6) and 360 nm positive tone DUV resist (KRF 230Y) using a spin-coating system (Gamma 2 M spin-coater, Süss MicroTech). Final patterns were defined by a DUV stepper (FPA-3000EX4, Canon) exposure and subsequent development in tetramethylammoniumhydroxid (TMAH) solution. The subsequent steps in fabrication were BARC etching in oxygen plasma, preparation of deep holes in silicon by the implementation of the Bosch process, and remaining photoresist stripping. All three steps were performed in the same etching system (DRIE Pegasus, SPTS). The prepared silicon templates were passivated with approximately 90 nm TiN in a hot-wall ALD reactor at 500 °C using TiCl4 and NH3 precursors. After deposition, the structures were annealed for 1 h at 900 °C in an annealing furnace. The final procedure included the removal of the top part of the TiN coating and etching of the silicon template to obtain the final product, high-aspect-ratio TiN tubes attached to the silicon platform. This final step was completed using the same ICP tool (PR ICP from SPTS) using Cl2-based plasma and SF6 for etching of TiN and silicon, respectively.

Similarly, a TiN trench with a height, pitch, and width of 2260, 400, and 200 nm, respectively, was also fabricated by a similar process.

4.2 Optical characterization

The reflectance was measured with a UV–VIS spectrometer (SolidSpec-3700, Shimadzu). Raman spectroscopy was carried out with a micro Raman system (Alpha 300S, WITec) equipped with a 785 nm CW laser, which was used to heat the samples and excite Raman scattering. Raman spectroscopy was performed using a 50x objective lens (NA0.80, MPLan FLM, Olympus). To obtain the temperature-dependent Stokes peak relationship, a sample heater (10064, Japan High Tech) was used to heat the sample. To create and observe laser damage, a microscope of the micro Raman system was used.
4.3 Numerical calculations

Electromagnetic simulations were performed using commercial software based on the finite element method (COMSOL Multiphysics). The geometrical parameters were obtained from the SEM images. The permittivities of TiN and Si were acquired from the studies by Shkodin et al. [30, 39], respectively.

Heat transfer simulations were also performed using COMSOL Multiphysics. To simulate the effective thermal conductivities, the actual geometrical parameters of the nanostructure unit cells were used, and the temperature differences were applied in the x, y, and z directions. To simulate the surface temperatures, the incident beam was modeled as an incoming heat flux with a Gaussian profile, and the nanostructures were homogenized as effective layers having identical thicknesses as the actual nanostructures. The heat transfer modeling included convective heat transfer and radiative heat transfer from the surfaces.
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